ALDGATE 1
From outside the Aldgate Pump Hotel, cross the road to the Aldgate crafts, turn left and follow the path
to GIBB ROAD (first on the right after you cross Aldgate Valley Road). At the end of this road, go left
and follow the walking trail to HAMPSTEAD HILL ROAD on the left then follow this road up to OXFORD
ROAD, go left and then, near the school, go right into CAMBRIDGE ROAD to then veer left into DALTON
AVENUE. At the bottom of the hill you will find two dirt roads to your right – take the second one
(BLACKWOOD LANE) and follow it down to ALDGATE VALLEY ROAD. Cross this road and take the
narrow dirt trail (directly opposite) down to the Aldgate Creek, cross over via the ‘stepping stones’ and
continue up through the reserve into BROGAN PLACE then up the hill to SHANKS ROAD. Go left then
almost immediately go left again into KYLE ROAD. Follow this road to a very high wire fence (continue
on the track until it turns right between the fence and you see old sheds on the right). At this point, just
over 2 meters to the left of the high fence, follow the very narrow pad through the scrub to exit opposite
two gateways. (as you weave your way through this scrub, note the numbered posts… these are part of
the Aldgate Primary School Interpretive Trail). Continue along the road (Kyle Road) for about 100 meters
then turn left (into Stevens Road) Follow this narrow road up a long steep hill to Aldgate Valley Road then
cross over into NATION RIDGE ROAD (directly opposite) and follow the road for a long and steady climb
to STRATHALBYN ROAD. Cross over into CAVE AVENUE (opposite) and follow to AYR STREET. Go
left and follow this road to BEADNELL CRESCENT, then turn left into TOWERS ROAD then merge with
CHARLTON STREET. Go left onto WEMBLEY AVENUE and follow the path to EVE STREET (on the
right) the (passing Driffield Road) cross over ANDERSON ROAD into WYCOMBE ROAD. Follow this
road to Strathalbyn Road, cross over, go right then follow the path back to the village.

